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ABSTRACT
The present paper shows the innovative deployable reflectarray antenna concept that enables to stow a 1m-by-1m
square antenna into 1U CubeSat volume. The antenna is composed of two-layer membranes to obtain an air gap. A
one-layer deployable membrane structure was demonstrated by the 3U CubeSat OrigamiSat-1 in 2019. The authors
are currently developing two technologies to realize the reflectarray antenna. First, the deployable two-layer
membrane structure is to be achieved by using pop-up picture book’s mechanism. Second, reflection elements for
the reflectarray antenna that do not cross folding lines are proposed to avoid gain degradation.
enable high gain antennas with extremely low stowage
volume and lightweight, because high surface accuracy
and stiff structure are not required.

INTRODUCTION
Small-satellite constellations often require large
antennas for high-speed communication and highresolution Earth observation. Deployable antennas are
one of the candidates to realize high antenna gain and
small stowage volume. They are folded during launch
and deployed in orbit. Deployable reflector1, waveguide
slot array2, and reflectarray antennas3, 4 have been
proposed to enable high antenna gain for small satellites.
However, deployable antennas are usually composed of
stiff antenna surfaces or stiff support structures to
maintain high surface accuracy. For this reason, further
antenna dimension increment is difficult because of the
existence of these stiff components.

This paper explains in detail the prototype design of a
two-layer membrane reflectarray antenna for realizing
the proposed concept in a CubeSat size. In addition, its
antenna performance and mechanical properties are
experimentally evaluated. Reflection elements for the
reflectarray antenna are proposed that do not cross
folding lines, to avoid gain degradation.
Folding lines

Membrane structure5,6 offers lightweight and compact
stowage volume simultaneously but often suffers from
low surface accuracy. To increase surface accuracy,
relatively stiff and heavy support structures were
conventionally used, resulting in large total mass7-10.
Other drawbacks of the deployable membrane antennas
in the past are that the folding pattern can cross
radiation elements and that wrinkles on the radiation
elements remain after deployment10.
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Figure 1: Two-layer Pop-up Origami deployable
membrane reflectarray antenna

To resolve these problems, the present authors have
proposed an electrical compensation technique for
mechanical deformation of reflectarray antennas11. The
reflection elements of the reflectarray antenna have a
varactor diode that can control the reflection phase by
DC bias voltage. Changing voltage according to the
mechanical deformation compensates for the
deformation and gain improvement was confirmed
experimentally. Fusion of the electrical deformation
compensation and lightweight membrane structure will
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OVERVIEW OF NEW MEMBRANE
REFLECTARRAY ANTENNA COCEPT
The configuration of the proposed two-layer popup
Origami deployable membrane reflectarray antenna is
shown in Figure 1. It is composed of two flexible
substrates, popup mechanisms, and extension boom.
One of the two flexible substrates has patch array to
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Figure 3 shows an origami, which explains the folding
pattern of multifunctional membrane structure on
OrigamiSat-1. Figure 4 shows the result of deployment
tests on the ground.

control reflection phase and the other is ground plane.
These two flexible substrates are separated with
constant spacing by the popup mechanisms. The carbon
composite booms are attached backside of the ground
for extension of the folded reflectarray. The reflectarray
including the popup mechanism and the boom is folded
and stored in a 1U size for launch and deployed in orbit
by deployment force of the booms.
MECHANICAL DESIGN AND PROTOTYPE
Design Concept
As the basis of the mechanical design of the proposed
reflectarray, the authors utilize the concept and design
of the multifunctional deployable membrane structure
aboard the 3U CubeSat OrigamiSat-1. Thus, this
section first reviews the deployable membrane design
of OrigamiSat-16; then, it discusses the extension of the
design concept.

(a) Flight model

Figure 2 shows the design of the 3U CubeSat
OrigamiSat-1. The CubeSat was launched into orbit in
January 2019 to demonstrate a multifunctional
membrane deployable space structure technology. Thinfilm devices attached throughout the membrane will
enable innovative space systems, such as
ultralightweight solar arrays and array antennas. The
CubeSat's primary mission consists of (i)
multifunctional membrane deployment mission and (ii)
deployable structure experiment platform mission to
enable successive on-orbit demonstrations by CubeSats.
OrigamiSat-1 has a 1m-by-1m square membrane, and
dummy thin-film devices are attached throughout the
membrane.

(b) Before/after membrane structure deployment

This innovative membrane structure was achieved
mainly by two inventions by the authors. First, the
diagonal boom actually consists of the combination of a
carbon composite boom with a circular cross-section
and two metallic convex tapes. The carbon composite is
lightweight and flexible but loses deployment energy
after long-term stowage due to stress relaxation. In
contrast, the metallic convex tape does not lose
deployment energy during stowage but is heavy,
especially when a large cross-sectional area is needed.
The authors found that combining these two can
compensate for each shortcoming. Second, the
“membrane” is actually made of woven fabric.
Polyimide membranes have been typically used for
deployable membranes in space; however, they
typically have high in-plane elasticity and low tear
strength. Plain woven fabric has flexibility in the
directions of 45 degrees to the fibers. The proposed
structure uses this directional flexibility to achieve
compact folding even when the devices are attached to
the membrane.
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(c) Hold-release mechanism and diagonal booms
Figure 2: 3U CubeSat OrigamiSat-1 (2019) 6

Figure 3: Origami pattern used in proposed
deployable structure concept 6
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Figure 4: OrigamiSat-1 deployment test on ground (one-layer membrane) 6
Proposed two-layer Origami with popup mechanism
In order to realize a two-layer deployable reflectarray
antenna, the authors propose to use a mechanism
inspired by popup picture books. Figure 5 shows the
typical mechanisms used in popup books.
The four-bar linkage parallel mechanisms, shown in
Fig. 5(b), are used for the deployable membrane
structures, to realize two-layer deployable reflectarray
antenna. The concept is proved by making a paper
mockup. This two-layer deployable antenna will easily
replace the one-layer multifunctional membrane on
OrigamiSat-1 still keeping the same hold-release
mechanism and deployable booms.
Proof of design concept using paper mockup
Figure 6 shows a paper mockup to show the mechanical
concept of two-layer deployable structure using popup
book mechanisms. Papers with 90m-thick are used,
whose thickness is equivalent to flexible substrates for
the reflectarray antenna layer and the ground layer.
When tensions are applied at the four corners of the
square membrane, two layers separate with
approximately 5mm distance as designed.

Figure 6: Two-layer deployable reflectarray
antenna paper mockup

Figure 7 shows the deployment process of the paper
mockup. A whole area of the antenna surface can be
deployed just by pulling the four corners.

ELECTRICAL DESIGN AND EVALUATION
Reflection element without crossing folding lines
An origami fold pattern and an array lattice are shown
Figure 8 (a) and the cumulative fold lines and antenna
array lattice are shown in Figure 8 (b). The cumulative
fold lines appear on the antenna array lattice and
diamond. Therefore, to avoid folding lines on reflection
elements, it is necessary to place the inside of the
diamond area.
The structure of the reflection element is shown in
Figure 9. It is composed of a patch on the top layer of

Figure 5: Popup picture book mechanisms
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Figure 7: Deployment of two-layer reflectarray antenna paper mockup
the flexible substrate and a ground on the bottom layer.
The patch is a square with crossed slots in the center
and is inside of the diamond cumulative fold lines.
Periodic boundary walls are used to include the effect
of mutual coupling. The design frequency is 5.8 GHz
and t = 5.0 mm, p = 27.0 mm. Figure 10 shows
reflection phase when the dimension of the patch is
varied and Figure 10 (a) corresponds without the
crossed slot case and (b) with the crossed slot case and
the fixed patch length a = 17.0 mm. The reflection
phase varies from 0 degree to 332 degrees.
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Figure 9: Unit cell of reflection element
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Figure 8: Origami fold pattern and array period
(a) Entire structure, (b) Cumulative fold lines and
antenna array lattice
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To verify the effectiveness of the reflection elements, a
17×17-element reflectarray antenna is designed as
shown in Figure 11. The primary radiator is 2×2element patch array antenna and radiates linear
polarization. The radiation pattern of the reflectarray
antenna is shown in Figure 12. The maximum gain is
24.3 dBi at boresight and the side lobe levels are
suppressed below −24 dB. These characteristics are
suitable for both high-speed wireless communication
and high-resolution remote sensing.
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Figure 12: Radiation pattern

CONCLUSION
The paper presents the innovative deployable
reflectarray antenna concept that enables to stow a 1mby-1m square antenna into a 1U CubeSat size. Two
technologies for realizing such the antenna have been
presented: a popup picture book’s mechanism and a
reflection element shape avoiding folding lines. The
popup picture book’s mechanism has been invented to
maintain air gap between two membranes and can be
folded because of the four-bar linkage parallel
mechanism. The reflection elements are designed
considering the cumulative folding lines and are
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composed of square patch with cross slots. The
designed 17×17-element reflectarray shows 24.3 dBi
gain which is suitable for both high-speed wireless
communication and high-resolution remote sensing.
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